Abstract: In this paper, we have reported a new structure based upon an optical simulation of maximum light trapping and management in microcrystalline silicon thin-film solar cells by using multitexture schemes and introducing an n-type cadmium sulphide (CdS) buffer layer with the goal of extreme light coupling and absorption in silicon absorber layer. Photon absorption was improved by optimizing the front and back texturing of transparent conductive oxide layers and variation in buffer layer thickness. We have demonstrated that light trapping can be improved with the proposed geometry of 1-μm-thick crystalline silicon absorber layer below a thin layer of wide bandgap material. We have improved the short-circuit current densities by 1.35 mA/cm 2 resulting in a total short-circuit current of 25 mA/cm 2 and conversion efficiency of 9% with the addition of CdS buffer layer and multitextures, under global AM1.5 conditions. In this study, we have used a two-dimensional full-vectorial finite element to design and optimize the proposed light propagation in solar cell structure configuration. Our simulation results show that interface morphology of CdS layer thickness and textures with different aspect and ratios have the most prominent influence on solar cell performance in terms of both short-circuit current and quantum efficiency.
Introduction
Thin film technology is one of the most promising development in photovoltaic research. High conversion efficiency can be achieved through various significant light trapping strategies including nanoparticles at substrate surfaces, Nanorods/Nano tubes, and introducing photonic crystals in absorber or transparent layers [1] - [6] . Most common and effective approach is surface texturing at front or back contact to enhance incoupling and scatterings of light [3] , [4] . Silicon thin films are bad absorber and do not absorb sufficient light in visible range and for longer wavelengths in 600-800 nm range. Improving absorption efficiency of thin film silicon solar cells is thus a crucial part for photovoltaics, thus different practical methods and Nano techniques have been developed for photon management in random or periodic textured silicon solar cells and nanocrystals in superstrate or substrate configurations [5] , [7] , [8] . The amorphous silicon version has relatively poor efficiency that is due to low photocurrent generation and tendency to be unstable except some interface morphologies and surface configurations to improve light absorption [9] - [11] . PV cells made of CdTe/CIGS semiconductor material often combinations of complex compounds have been reported as good light absorber in terms of cost and efficiency effectiveness based on their bandgap well matched ability to the normal sunlight [12] - [14] . PV Such complex combinations of semiconductor compounds have been extensively used by many research groups and competitive PV teams to optimize the band gap and to increase the light absorption. Different methods have been established to derive optimal surface textures in silicon thin films solar cells to provide a good settlement between light incoupling at short wavelengths and maximum light trapping at long wavelengths [4] , [8] . So far, the best performing nanostructure thin film materials including polycrystalline silicon are considered reasonable in terms of fabrication cost effectiveness and overall efficiency (which strongly relies on randomly textured substrates) [15] . Thus, the most effective way to increase the optical and electrical performance of solar cells, thin film solar cells was configured with periodic or random texturing of substrates along with thin transparent oxide [7] , [16] - [19] . For present era, it is important to achieve goals of coupling as much light as possible into thin film solar cells along with low cost fabrication and high-quality values, therefore current solar cells include back reflectors, anti-reflection coatings, surface texturing and window or buffer layers as necessary elements for light management [20] - [25] . CdS is commonly used as buffer layer material in thin film solar cells along with Copper-Indium-Gallium-Selenide (CIGS) and Cadmiumtelluride (CdTe) absorber materials due to its wide band gap properties [12] , [13] , [26] . Thin films of CdS with high n type polarity are the most appropriate material as carrier transport layers and has significant effect on conversion efficiency where thickness of these films leads to high short circuit current densities and enhanced absorption in absorber layers. To achieve high conversion efficiency of silicon solar cells, different bandgap material layers are stacked together to form sufficient light trapping solar cells, therefore those layers respond to different wavelength ranges and lead to maximum absorption for whole sun spectrum [27] - [32] .
Regarding multi textured crystalline silicon based solar cells there have already been some promising simulated and experimental work published using optimizations of front and back contact texturing and morphologies of plasmonic losses in back reflectors [33] - [35] . This manuscript basically presents the simulation study of improved light trapping in textured microcrystalline silicon solar cells with the combination of thin transparent CdS buffer layer, thus achieved results are more plausible as discussed in [36] .
In this simulation based work we explored the possibilities of maximum light trapping effects achieved by adding another transparent CdS thin buffer layer above crystalline silicon absorber layer and texturing of front and back Transparent Conductive Oxide (TCO) layers made of aluminium doped zinc oxide (ZnO: Al). The proposed solar structure shows major improvements in terms of key performance indicators such as quantum efficiency (QE) and short circuit current density (Jsc).
Purposed Structure
The proposed cross sections of microcrystalline silicon solar cells are illustrated shown in Fig. 1 . Since 2D space dimension was used with a direct solver method and reasonable degrees of freedom was taken into considerations. The simulated structure based on μc-Si absorber material has following layer assembly: Ag (100 nm)/BTCO(200 nm)/μc-Si (1 μm)/CdS(180 nm)/FTCO(340 nm)/Thin protective glass layer (50 nm)/Air medium(λ/2). The front and back TCO are Aluminum doped zinc oxide semiconductor (ZnO: Al). The μc-Si pin diode consists of 20 nm p-layer, 20 nm n-layer and 1 μm i-layer [8] , [15] , [36] , [37] . The optical properties of materials used in solar cell structure were defined by complex function of wavelength dependent refractive indexes (ε) and values were taken from well-known literature [38] - [43] . Details on the values of refractive index and utilized optical parameters are as follows in Table 1 [44] .
The 2DFVFEM simulations are carried out at wavelength range (300nm-1100 nm). Based on variety of spatial dimensions there are 1D, 2D or 3D geometries for PV modelling. While for most thin film solar cell simulations the application of 1D and 2D models are significant because in 3D optical models the complexity of higher dimension simulation of textured or non-flat layers is significantly increased [4] , [10] , [45] . Thus, 2D finite element formulation normally solves quicker than other 3D solvers and also it offers wider degrees of freedom and several discretization modes for interfaces. Other Maxwell solvers like Finite Difference time domain FDTD method, boundary element method (BEM) and Fourier Model method (FMM) are also utilized for periodic structures to obtain high accuracy where FMM is used for homogeneous layers of simple structures. Although for complex geometries 2D/3D FEM is more precise, particularly for designing nanostructure photovoltaic cells where S-matrix calculations are quite time consumptive by 2DFVFEM. For our proposed solar cell structure simulations, we have exploited this PV simulator which provides high dimensional modelling of devices and can couple certain physics all together. The most appealing and advanced feature of 2DFEM formulation is the direct access discretization modes to solve partial differential equations via FEM or FVM with time dependent solver characteristics make it perfect solver to calculate performances of PV devices. In general, 2D model simulations continually solves quicker then 3D because for axi-symmetric geometries and boundary conditions 2D axi-simulations provides more easy and reasonable solutions then full 3D simulations.
In this research study, we have used FVFEM to investigate optical wave propagation within solar cell by using 2-D geometry where optical modes and the electric field distribution for normal incidence light have been investigated. Electrostatics and transport of diluted species were used to analyze the applied and generated potential within solar cell and mobility and concentration of carriers respectively Frequency domain and stationary study steps were utilized to obtain carrier generation spectrum and I-V characteristics. Several equation models have been reported previously [39] , [40] which are commonly used for the optical and electrical modelling and simulation of thin film solar cells.
Electrostatic potential and carrier density equations are fundamental equations and specifically linked together. The Poisson's equations, continuity equations and carrier transport equations are primarily derived from Maxwell's laws where partial differential Maxwell's equations are analytically solved for simple geometries [45] .
Glass substrates with randomly roughened Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) or Aluminum Zinc Oxide (AZO) (Front) Transparrent Contact Layers (TCL) with pyramidal features (as shown in Fig. 1 ) can be bought off the shelf from companies such as Pilkingtons. Roughening is by wet crystallographic chemical etch process. Our designs would require a simple patterned etch process such as greyscale masked contact lithography, followed by isotropic wet etch process. Microcrystalline solar cell layers would then be grown by Chemical Vapour Deposition direct onto the patterned TCO layer. The back TCL would then be deposited by reactive sputtering or e-gun evaporation process, followed by e-gun evaporation of the silver rear reflector layer.
Where needed, conformal layers of CDs material could be deposited by Chemical Bath Deposition (CBD) direct onto the pre patterned TCO layer.
Mobility model, Shockley read hall recombination model, Lifetimes and diffusion of carriers were solved consistently where we calculated short circuit current density by using (1). The currentvoltage (I-V) curve of solar cell under illumination are ideal features which was derived from dark current curve shifted by an amount of generated photon current shift factor A q (G − R sr h ) given below [40] :
where A is the active area of solar cell, q is elementary charge, G is generation term, R sr h is recombination rate, τ and τ are carrier life time of electrons and holes, respectively. The electric field amplitude of incident wave was taken 1 V/m. Time average power loss Q (x, y, z) in a node within absorber domain was calculated via electric field distribution by using following equation [38] .
where c is the speed of light, ε 0 is free space permittivity, α is the absorption coefficient (α = 4πκ/λ) with κ being the imaginary part of complex refractive index, η is the real part of complex refractive index, λ is the wavelength and E (x, y, z) is the electric field strength at corresponding excitation wavelength. Quantum Efficiency (QE) is the ratio of generated and collected charge carriers by total incident photons. In our simulations, we assumed that internal quantum efficiency is 100% and all charge carriers that generate in p-i-n stack were collected. Furthermore, in our simulations electrical losses were not considered and detailed calculations of quantum efficiency and short circuit current are given in literature [34] . Hence, simulated external quantum efficiency was calculated as a ratio of total power absorbed in absorbing layer by total optical incident power P opt [34] , [38] :
In literature, there are several complex models that describe the thin film layers and textures growth for silicon based solar cells considering combination of isotropic and conformal growth. Triangular (pyramid shaped) textures of solar cell has been explored for front and back transparent layers and these pyramid shaped textures were placed normal to substrate boundaries as depicted in Fig. 1 . Textures height was kept constant at 300 nm and textures period used 1.1 um and 1.2 um consecutively. Buffer layer thickness was varied frequently to optimize the absorption enhancement and short circuit current effects.
Excitation in the form of vertically plane incident wave was generated at top boundary of air domain by using Lumped Port (RF module) boundary condition. The entire domain was finely meshed for electromagnetic wave propagation. Since the port boundary condition has specific properties for maximum absorption of incident waves reducing the possibilities of multiple reflections. Model width was set according to the period of multiple textures. The incident irradiation power was kept constant for all the simulations. Periodic and floquent boundary conditions were used on left and right boundaries of solar cell to optimize the refraction effects of incident light through each material of solar cell. The simulated absorption is scaled to AM (1.5) sun's spectral irradiance which is 1000 W/m 2 (100 mW/cm 2 ), details of these standard values are given in literature [46] . 
Results and Discussions
Prior to the proposed textures silicon solar cell with improved structure, μc-Si solar cell with single front and back texture and multi front textures in TCO layers. We have benchmarked our model with experimental obtained results in [36] , the simulations were performed by using structure shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b) in [36] . The I-V characteristics of single and multi-textures solar cells are presented in Fig. 3 where the electrical simulation results are described in Table 2 . Furthermore μc-Si solar cell structure was improved by using n-type CdS buffer layer with different thicknesses.
Most promising results were achieved with CdS layer thickness 180 nm and specific texture period of 1.1 μm and 1.2 μm in Front and back TCO layers and texture thickness was kept constant at 300 nm. The quantum efficiency was simulated under short circuit current conditions by using power loss profile shown in Figs. 2 and 6(a) . The Improved structure exhibited low absorption for short wavelengths (300-450 nm) and several high absorption peaks were observed for long wavelengths (>600 nm).
Analysis of Simulated Results With Single Texture and multi-Textures Without Buffer Layer
We have simulated and analyzed a plane solar cell structure and our simulations show low QE (5%), Therefore due to low QE we have not included the schematics and the results in this paper. Surface roughness and texture creation is a vital factor to increase light trapping and absorption specifically in silicon thin film solar cells. Therefore, in most cases surface textures are designed in transparent substrates or conductive oxide films located at top and bottom of semiconductor absorber layer. Table 2 .
According to latest studies the specific pyramid or cone shaped textures in TCO films can increase surface roughness and light trapping as well as direct extra light to the absorber layer by making it further transparent to the device [5] , [47] , [48] . The period and thickness of textures depends upon thickness of TCO layer and directly affect the transmissions and reflections of photons.
The thin film μc-Si solar cell can be schematically depicted in Fig. 1 . As less thickness of TCO layer can produce less surface roughness, for this model the FTCO (ZnO: Al) layer thickness is 340 [nm] . For opto_electric conversion, a p-i-n stack made of μc-Si has been considered where thickness of intrinsic layer used to be 1 μm and p layer and the n layer 20 nm thick [36] .
To analyse the effects of buffer layer in textured μc-Si solar cell structure, we have investigated two sets of solar cells, by using the same thickness of μc-Si active layer for all simulations. Initially we simulated two structures one with single front and back texture in TCO layer and second with multi front textures without buffer layer as baseline and finally demonstrated an evocative comparison of the μc-Si pin solar cell that was simulated by different thicknesses of additional CdS buffer layer and textures in TCO layers. The μc-Si pin solar cells were characterized by measuring their current density (J-V) characteristics and quantum efficiency (QE) under AM1.5 illumination by using data from standard solar spectrum. The open circuit voltage and short circuit current for single textured and multi textured simulated benchmark structure was obtained 0.5 mV, 20 mA/cm 2 and 0.5 mV, 22 mA/cm 2 respectively and can be perceived in Fig. 3 . The contribution of generated current at different wavelengths by means of solar cell efficiency and Fill Factor (FF) for simulated pin structure are listed in Table 2 where the maximum QE occurred at 560 nm wavelength. To investigate the effect of single texture and multi texture interfaces of TCO, solar cells with texture variation were simulated. In the first step of simulation μc-Si solar cells with single front and back texture were analyzed. Second step of simulation was based on simulation of μc-Si solar cell with multiple textures in TCO layer whereas front boundary of TCO for light incoming to solar cell was kept flat. The calculated short circuit current and quantum efficiency for first and second step simulations are depicted in Table 2 .
In μc-Si solar cell with single front and back texture, the generated current was found to be minimum for blue spectral region (300-400 nm) and increased significantly in visible region range (400-600 nm) and gradually decreased in remaining spectrum region (600-1000) by means of solar cell efficiency as shown in Fig. 2 . To obtain quantum efficiency curve the simulations were run at every single wavelength from 300 nm to 1100 nm with the step difference of 10 nm. It was observed that single and multi-front textures have significant impact on efficiency enhancement within the range of 450 nm-650 nm. The period of single front and back texture was used 3 μm while the height of single texture was kept 0.2 μm. Significant increase in efficiency in wavelength ranges 450-650 nm is indicative of relevant increase in light path, therefore more light couples within the absorber layer due to specific shape and size of single texture. According to recent reports from literature, the most efficient way to develop an optimal thin silicon absorber layer is to use invert pyramid shape texture equal to the value of λ/2n or λ/4n (λ: incident beam wavelength, n: refractive index) in TCO film to channel the maximum light into the active layer [49] . Referring this topology solutions, the TCO layer was shaped into wide cone wedge like texture to increase the amount of light enters the μc-Si absorber layer as well as optimal texture thickness (0.2 μm,0.14 μm) that reduces excessive light reflections from surface of solar cell and enhances light transmissions through transparent oxide layers. Maximum light absorption for single texture solar cell simulation was achieved 7.14% at wavelength 560 nm while there was no specific absorption for longer wavelengths at 700-900 nm recorded that is because of short wavelengths of light gets absorbed near to front surface of solar cell and due to single back texture longer wavelengths could not couple more efficiently and slightly scatter within absorber layer. Total short circuit current for single front and back texture can be perceived in Fig. 3 .
In second step, the simulations were carried out by using multiple textures in front TCO layer and a single texture was used in back TCO to explore the optimal light trapping scheme. The period of front textures was kept at 1.1 μm and 1.2 μm consecutively, while the height of textures used was 200 nm as shown in Fig. 4 .
Although a single texture in back TCO was used with a period of 3 μm and height 0.16 μm. Hence these two sets of solar cells with single texture and front multitexture were used as benchmark simulated structures shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b). Significant improvement in short circuit current was measured and therefore QE was calculated for solar cell by using (2) and (3) with multitexture at front interface. For the solar cell structure, with different front textures, the short circuit current is increased by 2 mA/cm 2 and improved from 20 mA/cm 2 (for single front and back texture) up to 22 mA/cm 2 (for front multi textures and single back texture). This increase in short circuit current and solar efficiency with multi textures was because of light path increases due to multiple passes of scattered light within the solar cell which can be observed by perceiving interference fringes and diffraction of light in power absorbed and power loss profiles of analyzed structures shown in Fig. 5 . In addition to light scattering, and deflection more competently at textured interfaces, photonic resonances may contribute to light trapping in the absorber layer. Although partial loss in coherence of scattered light at highly textured interfaces as vital aspect was observed in terms of reduced interference fringes and reflection losses. Therefore, some coherency approaches including phase elimination and phase matching techniques can be carried out to slightly maintain coherency of scattered light [22] , [50] . Consequently, when switching from single textured to multi textured TCO interface the increase in current density ( J SC ) was 2 mA/cm 2 ( Fig. 3) and an increase in conversion efficiency ( E) 0.78% from 7.14% to 7.92% (Fig. 2) was recorded for the same thickness of TCO and absorber layer as summaries in Table 2 . 
Analysis of Simulated Results With Multi-Textures and Buffer Layer
Next stage of simulation was to analyse the effect of adding buffer layer at top of absorber layer that would enhance the solar cell efficiency by coupling maximum light and preventing extra absorption and recombination at other interfaces of the solar cell. In our model, a thin film of n-type cadmium sulphide (CdS) buffer layer was used in xy plane to investigate the effect of thin film onto short circuit current and quantum efficiency of μc-Si solar cell. Several research groups have found that optimisation of solar cell layers' performance can be significantly increased by utilising the materials with less than ideal properties to achieve best performance of solar cell [49] . There are several imperative factors including Enhanced recombination of photo generated carriers at defects, and low minority carrier life time can reduce the overall performance of solar cell [51] . Thus, embedding a buffer layer at specific position of solar cell interface is another way to enhance solar cell performance in terms of short circuit current and conversion efficiency [26] , [27] , [51] , [52] . Generally graded or gradual buffer layer seems to increase open circuit voltage (Voc) of solar cells with diverse interaction processes such as interface or interface diffusive or mobility properties. However, there are several ways available to insert buffer layers to enhance overall efficiency of solar cells including, Buffer layer with band alignment to absorber layer, Buffer layers inside p-i-n interfaces like graded layer to increase Voc, and Buffer layers without band alignment for minority carriers but for majorities to block back diffusion of electrons in p-i-n silicon layer and to allow them to flow to the contact so that they will be collected by collector safely [51] , [52] .
In our model, we used buffer layer that prevents photoexcited carriers' recombination at wrong places like at TCO or contacts instead of absorber layer [51] . We investigated the general effect of adding this buffer layer at top of μc-Si absorber layer to investigate what effect it could possibly offer to short circuit current and to overall conversion efficiency of μc-Si solar cell. A very thin layer of Cadmium sulphide was added at top of p-i-n μc-Si absorber layer and the influence of this layer was investigated by using different thicknesses of buffer layers at, 180 nm, 130 nm, and 70 nm. A good agreement was achieved for CdS layer thickness at 180 nm and same structure dimensions for multitexture solar cell was used as discussed in step 2 simulations. The texture thickness used to be 300 nm and texture period was kept at 1.1um and 1.2um consecutively for both FTCO layer and BTCO layers and similar thickness of p-i-n μc-Si absorber layer stack was used at 20 nm, 1um, 20 nm respectively as shown in Fig. 5(c) . The interference fringes in terms of spectral position and power profiles found in good promise and showed a correct demonstration of optical path throughout solar cell as demonstrated in Fig. 5(d)-(f) . However, a minor change in absorption amplitude was observed for long wavelengths above 600 nm which might be due to material dispersive losses or out coupling of light from peripheral areas of solar cells [53] .
By using global performance parameters like short circuit current and quantum efficiency, a comparison of thickness variation may be more effective to observe operation of additional layer under illumination conditions. Therefore, we calculated quantum efficiency over photocurrent generation region by integrating the power losses over μc-Si absorber region dividing this power loss in absorber layer spectra by total incident optical power as described in (3). The power loss profiles showed that longer wavelength light at 680 nm reaches the Ag metal back, where some portion of light was absorbed, while most of the light was reflected Fig. 5(d)-(f) . Moreover, for single texture cell there is low scattering throughout absorber layer (Fig. 5(d) ), for multitexture solar cell power absorption and diffraction was slightly more observable ( Fig. 5(e) ), while for multitexture solar cell with the addition of CdS buffer layer more effective power absorption and scattering was obvious as shown in Fig. 5(f) .
In following optical simulations of solar cell, material and optical properties used for cadmium sulphide CdS layer are specified in literature [12] , [27] . Where the optical absorption coefficient for CDS thin films was calculated by using equations from literature [54] . Absorption coefficient of CdS is related to film thickness and absorbance which indicates that as we increase the film thickness the optical energy gap (E g ) of CdS decreases [54] . Thus, the simulation results were carried out by defining variables including wavelength dependent Absorption coefficients (α) of considering materials. ZnO: Al was used as Transparent conductive oxide to reduce series resistance which might arise due to small thickness of Cadmium sulphide layer. Invariably CdS is n-type material and has wide band gap (E g ∼ 2.4 eV at 300 K) therefore it can be turned into more transparent layer for long wavelengths and can be used as window layer or buffer layer. Optical absorption of CdS depends upon wavelength but performance of solar cells with buffer layer also depends slightly onto specific buffer layer thickness assortment [29] , [51] , [52] , [54] . Thus, to investigate the effect of CdS layer initially we simulate the μc-Si solar cell by using three different thickness of buffer layer 70 nm,130 nm and 180 nm and designing back textures with same period as for front textures to investigate whether thickness could offer best performance effects. The I-V curve in Fig. 6(b) shows that maximum current density was obtained for thickness at 180 nm and the extracted parameters are shown in Table 3 .
Further integrating photon generated current over absorber layer nodes was calculated in terms of short circuit current density (J sc ). In Fig. 6(a) we showed the resulting Quantum efficiency spectra of solar cells, which was calculated with different thicknesses of CdS layer. By comparing these resulting graphs with previous simulated work in Fig. 2 , a general statement can be observed. We noticed that absorption was still quite low, below 400 nm wavelength and that in 400-500 nm wavelength rang a significant improvement was found for all three-thicknesses used. However, this absorption spectra could be characterized by some oscillation effects above wavelength range 500 nm and maximum efficiency was observed at 560 nm wavelength for CdS thickness 180 nm. In contrast, for long wavelength range above 600 nm, a significant improvement in absorption was noticeable by means of small absorption fluctuating peaks because CdS material becomes more transparent down to long wavelengths. For small thickness of CdS up to 70 nm, good absorption spectra were indicative of a relevant increase in light path due to constructive interference of optical waves, therefore minimize the optical reflections losses and enhanced absorption in absorber layer, resulting in short circuit current of 22.5 mA/cm 2 and conversion efficiency 8.34%. While that for thickness 130 nm, low absorption might reveal the fact that optical reflections losses and absorption at other interfaces increased and due to low optical path length absorption in absorber layer decreased, resulting short circuit current of 18.5 mA/cm 2 and conversion efficiency of 7.24%. High QE and absorption for longer wavelengths with thickness up to 180 and >180 was observed while for small thickness up to 70 nm high short circuit and current and maximum QE revealed the fact that low optical reflection losses occurred which cause improvement in scattered light path [32] , [38] . A gain in short circuit current of 1.35 mA/cm 2 was achieved for multitexture μc-Si solar High Good absorption Good cell with 180 nm thick CdS buffer layer yielding fill factor 72% and conversion efficiency of 9.0% compared to multitexture μc-Si solar cell mentioned in literature [36] .
Hence, we assumed that all the absorbed power produce good carrier excitation and generated carriers were collected perfectly. From Fig. 6 (a) and (b) we concluded that quantum Efficiency and short circuit current measurement was effected not only by electrical properties of p-i-n junction but also due to the optical characteristics of supporting materials.
Overall, the short circuit current and quantum efficiency remains in good agreement with maximum recording obtained Short circuit current value of 25 mA/cm 2 and the conversion efficiency of 9.0% has been gained with buffer layer of thickness 180 nm (Fig. 6) .
From our observed absorption spectra, it is easily understandable that correct estimation of feature sizes of additional buffer layer during solar cell design strongly effects the spectral absorption peaks and hence increase the overall efficiency of solar cell [32] , [38] , [54] , which briefly summarizes in Table 4 .
The effects of analyzed type of buffer layer could not be calculated analytically. This buffer layer has an impact on majority band configuration and barriers for minority carriers. Thus, this CdS buffer layer provides an optimum strategy to prevent motion of photoexcited minority carriers into wrong direction and therefore prevent their recombination at other interfaces resulting in an improved minority carrier lifetime. Based on these results it can be concluded that light management introduced by addition of buffer layer at top of absorber layer of solar cell stack has led to considerable decrease in outer reflections resulting an overall light absorption in absorber layer. Consequently, this buffer layer in μc-Si structure also serves as an optical window with higher bandgap and low refractive index for increased coupling of light into the absorber layer resulting in an increased short circuit current and conversion efficiency.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have demonstrated a new solar cell structure which specified that light trapping and absorption in thin film solar cells based on 1 μm thick μc-Si absorber layer can be significantly improved with the addition of CdS buffer layer with explicit feature size and front and back textures in TCO layers. In our simulation based work we discussed three conditions to optimize light scattering and absorption in p-i-n stack with and without buffer layer. The impacts of performance of solar cell with variable texture period and buffer layer thickness are investigated. Initially simulations were performed using single texture and multi texture structures without buffer layer. Finally, three different thicknesses of CdS layer along with multi textures were investigated to observe their optical properties. By using FVFEM we have shown that buffer layer with 180 nm thickness couples the light more efficiently in absorber layer and scattering of long wavelength light increases due to front and back textures. In our proposed geometry (case (c) 7 .92%. We have observed that benefits of buffer layer arise since they couple the maximum light into absorber layer due to the fact that this layer has wide bandgap consequently it aligns band for majorities and minimize recombination at contact interfaces. Moreover, when this buffer layer is used near top of cell, optical enhancement is observed with the reduction of optical reflections. We have achieved higher short circuit current and quantum efficiency by using multitexture solar cell with texture period 1.1 μm and 1.2 μm, texture thickness 300 nm, and CdS buffer layer thickness 180 nm. The multitexture solar cell with CdS buffer layer leads to an increase in short circuit current by 1.35 mA/cm 2 and conversion efficiency by 0.65% resulting total current density 25 mA/cm 2 and maximum conversion efficiency 9%.
